INTRODUCTION
He won a medal at the first World’s Fair in London.
Queen Victoria invited him to Windsor Castle.
Earl Grey offered him a job.
The Prime Minister of England threw him a surprise party.
The Archbishop of Canterbury wept after hearing his story.
Rutherford B. Hayes entertained him at the White House.
He raised millions for the abolitionist cause.
He rescued 118 enslaved people.
He helped start a freeman settlement, called Dawn, that was known as one of the final stops on
the Underground Railroad.

He was one of the inspirations for Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the novel that
Abraham Lincoln jokingly blamed for starting the Civil War.

But before all this, Josiah Henson was brutally enslaved for more than forty years.
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THE JOURNEY
In February 2014, I was perusing a bookshop in Florida when I came across a copy of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
by Harriet Beecher Stowe. My wife, Michelle, had been wanting the novel for a while, so I purchased a
copy and stuffed it in her Christmas stocking. She read it, and was moved by it, and I decided to do a little
more research.
I knew that Stowe’s novel had often been credited with influencing the debate at the heart of the Civil
War. But I was surprised to discover that her novel was based on the life of a real man, named Josiah
Henson. Did this man’s story spark the Civil War?
When I found out Josiah’s cabin was just a few short hours from my own home, I had to visit. We drove
to Dresden, Ontario, on a blazing hot summer day, and Michelle read me Josiah’s humble little memoir on
the return ride.
We learned that the prime minister of Great Britain had thrown a surprise banquet in his honor, and
that Earl Grey had offered him a job. This man had been feted by queens and presidents, and he had won
a medal at the first World’s Fair in London. He had rescued 118 slaves, including his own brother, and
helped build a five-hundred-person freeman settlement, Dawn, that was known as one of the final stops
on the Underground Railroad.
How had I never heard of Josiah Henson?

THE DOCUMENTARY
I spent the next few years of my life immersed in Josiah’s story. I traveled to
multiple countries and produced a documentary wherein I retraced Father Henson’s
3000-mile journey from Maryland to Washington to New Orleans to Kentucky
to Canada to England and beyond. Entitled JOSIAH, we’re currently booking
screenings for the May 15th launch. You can watch the trailer right here.

THE BOOK
In addition to the documentary, I have written the definitive biography on Josiah
Henson. I visited libraries and museums, interviewed dozens of experts, pored over
more than a thousand documents, and compiled it all into a fast-paced biography.
For the first time in history, Josiah Henson’s story is all in one place. It will be
published with PublicAffairs, an imprint of Hachette, on May 15th as well.
The book has been endorsed by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaders at NAACP
The 21st Prime Minister of Canada
The President of Mauritius
Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture
The Harriet Beecher Stowe Center
The Uncle Tom’s Cabin Historical Site
The National Underground Railroad Freedom Center
Professors, senators, congressmen, authors, and clergy
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THE FOUNDATION

JHF

Having shared meals and friendship with his descendants, I have begun taking steps
to start the Josiah Henson Foundation. Once fully registered with the government,
the board will apply for grants in order to hire staff who will fulfill the charity’s
mission: to ensure that Henson’s legacy is never lost again.

THE MESSAGE
When Josiah and his family reached the shores of Buffalo, a Scottish captain paid
the ferryman to take the Hensons across to Canada. As they left, the captain asked
Josiah a question: “Are you going to be a good man?” Josiah’s reply: “I will use my
freedom well.”
Rather than settling into a comfortable Canadian life, Josiah set to work at build
a life that cultivated the common good. Rather than being a consumer, he became
a contributor. Rather than taking, he gave. Rather than hoarding, he became a
steward. This is a vital theme that is missing from much of common life today.
Josiah overcome odds and oppression like none of us have ever seen, and this is the
legacy we wish to impart to our generation.

YOUR INVESTMENT
While the biography and documentary will certainly ensure that several hundred
thousand people learn about Father Henson, it’s the feature film version that will
expose his story to tens of millions of people around the globe.
Our story’s hero was, of course, complicated and flawed. Yet he still deserves a place
in the pantheon amid Frederick Douglass, Harriet Tubman, Solomon Northup, and
others. This is a man whose life in microcosm represents both the history and the
fate of America. It is my great privilege and pleasure to introduce you to one of our
greatest lost figures, the Reverend Josiah Henson.
With your partnership in this project, we can build on the platform of the book,
documentary, and foundation to re-introduce him to the world.

Jared Brock
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THE TEAM
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER: DAVID HAY
•
•
•
•

Responsible for all investment and finance-related activity for the Josiah Project
Prior Managing Director and founding partner at the Carlyle Group ($100M hedge fund)
Prior to the Carlyle, was an equity and derivative trader with Credit Suisse in London
MBA from London Business School and a BA in Economics from the University of Toronto

LITERARY AGENT: JENNIFER GATES
•
•
•
•

Senior Partner and Director of Strategic Partnerships at Aevitas Creative
Represents New York Time best sellers including Eva Longoria and Mira Bartók
Represents Jared for his biography on Josiah Henson entitled The Road to Dawn
Represented The Pursuit of Happyness book and film starring Will Smith

PRODUCER: JARED BROCK
•
•
•

Writer: Esquire, Writer’s Digest, FoxNews.com, Huffington Post
Author: A Year of Living Prayerfully, Bearded Gospel Men, The Road to Dawn
Documentarian: Red Light Green Light, Over 18, Josiah

While Jared has lots of publishing and documentary experience, because this is his first feature film
project, he will do what he’s always done: surround himself with a capable and experienced team who can
execute his vision in an efficient, profitable, and impactful way.
This team will grow to include:
•
•
•
•
•

a screenwriter to craft a winning script
a film agency and/or producer to represent the project, attach stars, and arrange distribution
a director to shoot the film
a great crew: production designer, cinematographer, editor, etc
a great cast of talented actors

FEATURE FILM VISION
From his first memory of witnessing his father being tortured to
his dramatic 600-mile journey to freedom while carrying his two
sons on his broken shoulders, Josiah’s life story is a journey that
will thrill audiences around the world. The feature film will be a
massive, expansive, colossal epic that captures the magnitude of
one of history’s most beloved forgotten figures.
Jared not only wants to make a movie that is highly profitable for
investors and deeply compelling for audiences, but to create a work
that introduces the world to an incredible story of redemption,
hope, and justice.
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THE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Josiah Henson feature film project requires an investment of $20,000,000.
Of the portion of revenues that comes back to the production (after cinema, distribution, etc):
•
•

Investor pool will recoup 120% first
After this payout, remaining profits are split 50/50 between the investors and the production
(including producers, director, writer, cast, crew, etc)

POTENTIAL PROFIT
The basic formula for film finance is that the cinemas take half of the box office, and the distributor takes
<15% of the remainder as a distribution fee, plus all marketing costs (called “prints and advertising.”)
So if the film does...

BOX OFFICE

INVESTORS WILL RECEIVE

$100M

$27+M (35% ROI)

$200M

$47+M (135% ROI)

$300M

$62+M (210% ROI)

NUMBERS BREAKDOWN
100M
•
•
•
•
•
•

50M cinema
7.5M distributor fee of 15% or less
12.5 additional distributor marketing
24M 120% recoup to investors
3M half to investors
3M half to production

200M
•
•
•
•
•
•

300M

100 cinema
15M distributor fee of 15% or less
15M additional distributor marketing
24M 120% recoup to investors
23M half to investors
23M half to production

•
•
•
•
•
•

150 cinema
22.5M distributor fee of 15% or less
27.5M additional distributor marketing
24M 120% recoup to investors
38M half to investors
38M half to production

Investor will also receive half of the production’s income from home box office, TV, VOD, etc.
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CREDITS AND PERKS

(For those who wish to remain anonymous, an opt-out is also available for all credits.)
Every partner who invests $10,000+ will be thanked in the film credits and on IMDB.

INVEST $1,000,000+
•
•

Associate Producer credit on film and IMDB (limit 8)
Invitation to the Hollywood premiere

INVEST $2,000,000+
•
•

Co-Producer credit on film and IMDB (limit 4)
Invitation to the Hollywood premiere

INVEST $5,000,000+
•
•
•

Executive Producer credit on film and IMDB (limit 4)
Set visit during production for meet-and-greet with the stars
Invitation to the Hollywood premiere

INVEST $10,000,000+
•
•
•
•

Producer credit on film and IMDB (limit 2)
Set visit during production for meet-and-greet with the stars
Invitation to the Hollywood premiere and dinner with stars
Invitation to the Academy Awards if the film is nominated
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RISKS
Investing in film is fraught with risk, and convention wisdom states that investors should limit their media
exposure to <5% of their total asset holdings.
As part of our commitment to full disclosure, transparency, and accountability, we’ve created an exhaustive
list of potential risks which you can view online at JosiahHenson.com/investment-risks.

RISK MITIGATION AND DOWNSIDE PROTECTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investor breakeven is just $47M at box office (23.5 cinemas, 3.5 distributor, 20 to investor) not
including the home box office long tail
We will seek federal and state tax credits and film production rebates
We will seek foreign pre-sales and domestic distribution agreements
We will seek to lower the distributor fee to less than 15%
We will seek deferrals on star salaries, producer fees, director fees, and production costs
Investment money is tiered and tied up for as limited time as possible (IE: We won’t need the
marketing money until post-product is nearing completion. Our goal is to tie up investment funds for
an overall average of less than 1 year.)
Above all: your investment capital is not triggered until key elements (lead actor and lead actress) are
in place
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SIMILAR FILMS
12 Years a Slave
$187M box office (70% overseas. 1,474 theaters)
9 Oscar nominations and 3 wins
Amistad
$84M box office (1,019 theaters, no international)
4 Oscar nominations
Selma
$73M box office (only 22% overseas. 2,235 theaters)
2 Oscar nominations and 1 win
Django Unchained
$475M box office (62% overseas. 3,012 theaters)
5 Oscar nominations and 2 wins

12 YEARS A SLAVE IS OUR BEST COMPARABLE
•
•
•
•
•
•

It was a limited release on Oct 18
It went wide (1144 theatres) Nov 8
It grew to 1474 theatres on Nov 22
It closed May 8
It had 9 Oscar nominations and 3 wins
It did $187M at the box office ($203M with inflation) on a $20M budget ($21.7M with inflation)

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OVER 12 YEARS A SLAVE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ours is an even more dramatic story
Open on 50+% more screens
Better open date near Christmas (like Django)
Capitalize on Black History Month in February
Bigger African American stars (ie Ejiofor+Nyongo’o weren’t A-listers at the time.)
Our film will still be relatively new in cinemas through award season
Innovative Oscar campaigning
Far more unique marketing and publicity
Capturing the faith and African American markets

Needless to say, our box office goal is $300+M, and it starts with an investment partnership to begin
securing the key actors to make it a reality.
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UNIQUE MARKETING STRATEGY
In addition to the studio/distributor marketing plan, we will embark on a specialized in-house marketing
campaign to reach specific audiences for this film.

AFRICAN AMERICAN OUTREACH
Jared’s team has already started a database of more than 20,000 African-American contacts with a reach
of more than 10M+ potential viewers. Boots-on-the-ground engagement and mobilization will be a big
way to get people to the cinemas.

FAITH MARKET
Josiah Henson’s faith played an important role in his life, and he later served as a Methodist minister
with a 300-mile territory. Seeing the evident opportunity, we reached out and received a proposal from
Motive Entertainment, a “marketing and content creation company focused on serving niche audiences,
particularly the enormous faith and family market.”
They have a database of 2000 radio stations, 2000 conferences, and 1000s of websites. They’re also
connected to 350K churches, 200K educators, and millions of volunteers, and will be a huge part of
ensuring the Josiah Henson film reaches the faith and family market.
Their projects include:
•
•
•
•
•

Tom Hanks/Robert Zemeckis film, The Polar Express
The record breaking Walden Media/Disney epic, The Chronicles of Narnia
Mark Burnett’s record-breaking miniseries The Bible
Motive recently completed the faith and family marketing campaign for the highly successful release of the movie
The Shack.
Motive designed and executed the grass roots marketing campaign for Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ. The
campaign was called “a textbook study in both high-profile and below-the- radar marketing” by Ad Age, which
named Motive a Top 50 Marketer of the year. The Passion earned over $600 million in worldwide box office.

GUERILLA MARKETING
We will explore creative, bold, and unique marketing and publicity opportunities in the stylings of Ryan
Holiday, Casey Neistat, and Gary Vaynerchuk, while enlisting growth hackers and virality specialists to
help us reach the widest possible audience.

SPECIAL ACADEMY AWARDS OSCAR CAMPAIGN
It costs $20M+ in manufactured marketing to win Oscars, but a nomination is worth $20M and a win is
worth $35M at the box office. We have some unique and creative ideas to garner authentic awards season
attention for far less money.

LONG TAIL MARKETING
We believe this film will do very well in after-cinema markets. As the Josiah Henson Foundation
continues to make known the life and work of Henson, this film will serve as the premier resource to
point people to. We’re hoping to make a timeless film that will continue to sell and be watched for decades
to come.
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POTENTIAL LEADING STARS
“More than 90% of directing is the casting.”
—Martin Scorsese—

As mentioned, investment money will not be triggered until two lead actors are secured:

MALE LEAD POSSIBILITIES
IDRIS
ELBA
Luther, Star Trek,
Thor, Pacific Rim,
Beasts of No Nation

MAHERSHALA
ALI
Moonlight, House
of Cards, True
Detective

OMAR
SY
The Intouchables,
Jurassic World,
X-Men, Transformers

MICHAEL B.
JORDAN
Creed, Fruitvale
Station, Fantastic 4

CHADWICK
BOSEMAN
Black Panther,
Avengers, Marshall,
Get On Up, 42

CHIWETEL
EJIOFOR
12 Years a Slave,
Doctor Strange,
The Martian

JAMIE
FOXX
Ray, Django
Unchained,
Collateral

DENZEL
WASHINGTON
Training Day, Glory,
Fences, Flight,
The Hurricane

JOHN DAVID
WASHINGTON
Ballers, Book of Eli,
Malcolm X

WILL
SMITH
The Pursuit of Happyness, Ali, Fresh
Prince, I Am Legend

CUBA
GOODING JR
Jerry Maguire, The
Butler, Radio,
Men of Honor

DAVID
OYELOWO
Selma, Nightingale,
Queen of Katwe

50 CENT
Escape Plan,
Righteous Kill, Spy

TYRESE
GIBSON
Fast & Furious
franchise,
Transformers

EDDIE
MURPHY
Dreamgirls, The
Nutty Professor,
Beverly Hills Cop

DON
CHEADLE
Hotel Rwanda, Crash,
Avengers

LEBRON
JAMES
Trainwreck

TREVANTE
RHODES
Moonlight,
Westword, 12 Strong

DEREK
LUKE
Antwone Fisher,
Glory Road, Captain
America

ADEWALE

FOREST
WHITAKER
The Last King of
Scotland, The Butler,
Star Wars

STERLING K.
BROWN
This Is Us, Black
Panther, Marshall

COMMON

JORDAN
PEELE
Get Out, Keanu, Key
and Peele

DANIEL
KALUUYA
Get Out, Sicario,
Black Panther

TERRENCE
HOWARD
Hustle & Flow,
Crash, Four Brothers,
Ironman, Empire

AKINNUOYE-AGBAJE

LOST, Suicide Squad,
Pompeii, GI Joe

Selma, Suicide
Squad, Smokin’ Aces,
Wanted
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DULÉ
HILL
The Guardian,
Suits, West Wing

LEGEND
OSCAR
NOMINATION

GOLDEN GLOBE
NOMINATION

OSCAR
WINNER

GOLDEN GLOBE
WINNER

CESAR AWARD
WINNER

EMMY AWARD
NOMINATION

FEMALE LEAD POSSIBILITIES
TARAJI P.
HENSON
Benjamin Button,
Empire, Hidden
Figures

KERRY
WASHINGTON
Scandal, Django
Unchained

HALLE
BERRY
Monster’s Ball,
Catwoman, Die
Another Day

ANGELA
BASSETT
What’s Love Got to
Do With It, Black
Panther, Avengers

VIOLA
DAVIS
Fences, The Help,
Suicide Squad,
Doubt

OCTAVIA
SPENCER
The Help, Hidden
Figures, Fruitvale
Station, The Shack

JANELLE
MONÁE
Hidden Figures,
Moonlight

PAULA
PATTON
Mission: Impossible,
Deja Vu, Precious

RASHIDA
JONES
Parks and Recreation,
The Social Network,
Black-ish

JADA
PINKETT SMITH
Matrix, Collateral

KERI
HILSON
Riddick, Almost
Christmas

LUPITA
NYONG’O
12 Years a Slave,
Jungle Book, Star
Wars

NAOMIE
HARRIS
Moonlight, Skyfall,
Mandela: Long Walk
to Freedom

GUGU
MBATHA RAW
Belle, Concussion,
Beauty and the Beast
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LEGEND
OSCAR
NOMINATION

GOLDEN GLOBE
NOMINATION

OSCAR
WINNER

GOLDEN GLOBE
WINNER

CESAR AWARD
WINNER

EMMY AWARD
NOMINATION

A PERSONAL NOTE FROM JARED BROCK
As a person of faith I believe that word is bond. I believe a man’s handshake should mean
something. I believe in doing right by those who believe in you. It is my goal to return a
significant profit to my partners for investing in such an incredible project, but also for a perhaps
less altruistic reason: I have more stories to tell.
At the successful conclusion of the current project, we will establish an investment partnership/
film finance fund with Josiah investors receiving first priority to invest. My greater ambition is
to build a highly creative, socially impactful, and sustainably profitable film production company,
and I believe that high-quality long-term investment partners are a key ingredient to creative
success.
NEXT STEP
In order to begin pursuing key elements, we need signed letters of intent from a pool of investors
totalling $20 million.
The minimum investment is $10,000. Please specify the minimum and maximum amounts you’d
like to commit to invest. The fund will be closed to additional investment once we’ve reached
$20M, so please move quickly if you’re interested. (Please note that zero funds will be triggered
until the key elements are arranged and approved by the majority of the investment pool.) You
can register your legally-binding commitment at JosiahHenson.com/investment-registration.
THANK YOU
Thank you for considering the Josiah Henson feature film project. We hope that our investment
partners receive a significant return on investment, but also that together we can create positive
social change and momentum by sharing the story of a remarkable hero who stood for courage,
equality, and human dignity.
It is my firm conviction that Josiah Henson deserves a place in the pantheon alongside
abolitionists like Frederick Douglass, Harriet Tubman, and Solomon Northup. With your
investment, we can both achieve that goal and return a significant profit so we can continue to
tell more stories of hope, justice, goodness, and triumph.
I would be honored if you’d consider joining me in re-introducing Josiah Henson to the nation
and the world.

Jared Brock
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